
 

TERRA-CB CALL-BUTTON WITH CALL ASSURANCE LED 

SCHOOL IP INTERCOME SYSTEM 

Initiate Intercom Calls With A Touch Of A Button 

 BRUSHED ALUMINUM CALL BUTTON 

 SINGLE GANG ALUMINUM PLATE 

 CALL ASSURANCE LED 

 FLASHES WHEN CALL IS PLACED 

 SOLID WHEN CALL IS ANSWERED 

 AVAILABLE IN VARIOUS COLORS 

 SINGLE PUSH TO PLACE A CALL 

 CALL CANCEL FUNCTION 

 EASY TO INSTALL 

 CONNECTS DIRECTLY TO ANY PENTON IP 
SPEAKER 

 CAN ALSO BE USED FOR INTIATING LOGIC 
CONTROLLED EVENTS  

The Terra-CB with LED is the perfect addition to a Terracom IP system when using any of our 

flexible IP/PoE speakers.  The Terra-CB connects directly to the IP speaker and can be        

programmed to initiate an intercom call or to activate a remote logic command.  When an 

intercom call is placed, the Terra-CB LED will flash, indicating that the call has been placed.  

When the intercom call has been received, the LED will turn flashing to solid.  In addition to 

the “Call Assurance” functionality, the Terra-CB also provides the user with the ability to  

cancel a call if the need exists or if the call button was pushed inadvertently.   

The Terra-CB is made of brushed aluminum and is mounted to a matching plate that easily 

fits to a single gang box.  The LED is available in various colors (white, blue, green, & red) to 

coincide with the application and is powered by the IP speaker it is associated with.  The call 

button can be ordered without the call-assurance LED and can be used for event activation.    

The Terra-CB is easy to use, install, and configure.  It is perfect for use in classrooms, at entry 

doors, in secured environments, or any location where intercom functionality is desired.  
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